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Abstract—Car-to-X i.e. Car-to-Anything communication based
on standardized IEEE 802.11p radio technology is comprised
with wireless communication between cars (Car-to-Car) and
between vehicles and the environment (Car-to-Infrastructure). In
order to develop Car-to-X applications based on this standard one
needs to model parameters such as the vehicle’s position, velocity,
acceleration etc. and parameters of the vehicle’s environment.
Typically, the underlying domain models are designed in an ad-
hoc manner and the domain rules become hard-coded into the
source-code of the application software. In this paper we describe
an alternative and more flexible approach. The model is described
in almost plain English using a Domain Specific Language (DSL)
and translated into target code via parser technology based on
the ANTLR tool-chain. This provides more flexibility not only
in creating and maintaining the domain rules, but also with
regards to generating code for entirely different target languages
and technology environments. For instance, we demonstrate to
generate Java code for a simulation environment and C-code for
the embedded device from the same rule definitions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Car-to-X i.e. Car-to-Anything communication comprising
Car-to-Car [1] and Car-to-Infrastructure communication has
gained considerable interest in recent years. Originally intro-
duced as a promising technology to increase road safety, it
is also regarded as an enabler for road traffic efficiency and
comfort (value-added) applications for drivers and passengers.
In Europe several R&D projects have been conducted (such as
PRE-DRIVE C2X/COMeSafety, Drive [2], Diamant, SimTD)
which led to a good understanding of the technical basis and
the technology challenges for a distributed communication
system based on IEEE 802.11p radio standard and ad-hoc net-
working. Furthermore, the community has provided libraries,
frameworks and applications to cope with these challenges
e.g. [3]. Also complete implementations of the entire commu-
nication stack exist, e.g. [4]. However, as the field is expanding
quickly and the different players such as OEMs and their
suppliers have divergent interests, a heterogeneous system
landscape has emerged that makes it difficult to standardize
implementations (yet). To remedy these problems, an open-
source implementation of the complete IEEE 801.11p stack
has been created [5]. Furthermore, recently Car-to-X has been
applied to a broader context of improving safety also for
pedestrians and bicyclists [6] and [7].

Alas, solving the communication problem is only part of
a complete solution. In order to support flexible application
development based on a Car-to-X stack, one needs a develop-
ment environment that enables the domain expert to define and
change domain (business) rules describing the context of the
car, called “situation awareness” in [8], in a flexible manner.
In [8] domain expertise is used to model situation awareness
of car-to-X applications. This modeling (of the rules) is highly
non-trivial and would benefit from the flexibility and speed of
using a domain-specific-language (DSL) as argued in e.g. [9]
(see discussion below). Furthermore, the rules should be able
to get (re-) used consistently in different environments. For
example, it should be feasible to test the rules in a simulation
environment as simulation provides an alternative to field
testing that is often prohibitively expensive. In addition, it must
also be possible to generate code that can be deployed onto
the actual hardware of the embedded device. This poses a
number of challenges and often results in partially conflicting
requirements as the hardware that is used in the car is always
resource constraint.

In this paper we present an approach, where the situation
awareness is modeled using a domain-specific-language (DSL)
suitable for domain experts and non-programmers. Examples
of the DSL are given below. From the DSL, code is generated
using ANTLR parser technology. Our solution is able to
integrate with several environments as it is based on code
generation and templating techniques capable of generating
code (and other artifacts) for almost any target language or
environment. The implementation has been tested with an open
source implementation of the Car-to-X stack [5]. Essentially,
this program follows a model-based approach for embedded
software development, as proposed in e.g. [9].

II. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

A. Components

The system consists of three main parts.
• The grammars are used to generate a lexer and various

parsers to translate the rules into code for a target
language (or runtime) of choice1.

1Examples for C, Java and CLIPS are provided below.



• The runtime processes incoming Car-to-X messages and
uses them to build a model of road users surrounding
the car. It also applies the rules and handles the output
creation.

• A build system creates artifacts (such as code) from the
grammar and a complete application from these artifacts
for the specified runtime.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the system’s architecture.
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Note, that input and output channels are abstracted to
enhance flexibility as explained below.
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Fig. 2. Code generation workflow (Note: Tethys is the code name for the
described project)

1) DSL and Grammars: Although Domain Specific Lan-
guages have been known for a long time (see e.g. [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14]), for practical software development they have

gained considerable interest only in recent years. Using DSLs
has many benefits for fast prototyping and verification. For
example, in [15] the rigor of protocol design is applied to the
application level with the help of a DSL. To the automotive in-
dustry which has started catching up with the fast development
cycle in consumer electronics recently, efficient prototyping is
becoming very important. For example Ford lately announced
its openXC SDK [16] which enables integration of mobile
apps into the car.

According to [14], DSLs can be external or internal –
in our approach, we use an external DSL for describing
situation awareness for Car-to-X (for embedding a DSL into
a functional languages we refer to e.g. [17]). The main design
goals are ease of use, modularity, extensibility and compre-
hensiveness. The grammar itself is defined with ANTLR [18].
ANTLR is parser generator used to create LL(*) recursive-
descent parsers [19] or tree parsers which operate on abstract
syntax trees (ASTs). The key reasons behind our decision on
using ANTLR were:

• Lexer, parser and tree parsers are defined in the same
notation, making it easy to extend the system once one
is familiar with ANTLR.

• It is possible to include Actions expressed in the host
language of the parser. Actions are small code fragments
which are executed when the parser matches the related
rule. They are handy for processing abstract syntax trees.
For example to keep track of defined variables and to
detect the usage of undefined symbols.

• It is published under a free (BSD) license.
• Last but not least, the tool is stable and can be used for

production systems.
As one of our design goals was modularity, we decided to

split the grammar into several sub grammars. This ensures that
every (tree-) parser performs one isolated task and therefore
makes extending or changing the system easier. The detailed
description of the different parsers and their interactions is
provided in figure 2. An example of a small subset of the
grammar describing the lexer and the initial parser is provided
in figure 3.

The modular architecture simplifies common tasks such as
adding another tree parser, e.g. performing additional valida-
tion or adding a new target language or a different runtime
(even for the same language). For instance, if one wants to
generate rules for a Java based rules engine the target language
would stay the same but the generated code would differ from
the currently generated Java code (shown in listing 2).

To make the generation of structured text as easy and
flexible as possible we put a strong emphasis on decoupling the
output logic from the parsing/processing logic. To achieve this
one has to avoid writing the output logic by hand – for example
via putting print actions into the tree parsers – and rather use
a template engine instead. In terms of template engines the
obvious choice is StringTemplate [20], as it is bundled with
and decently integrated into ANTLR. StringTemplate enforces
the usage of the model-view-controller pattern [21] as it basi-
cally offers no language features to mix logic or computation
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(a) Comparison Expression (b) Comparison Operator

Fig. 3. Example Grammar

directives into your templates. Applying the MVC concepts to
our system (see figure 2) yields the three components:

• Model: The abstract syntax tree passed to TethysGener-
ate.

• Controller: TethysGenerate as it extracts the required data
from the model while walking the AST and uses the data
as arguments to invoke templates.

• View: Various templates which describe how to format
and structure the generated text.

Thus if one wants to target a new language or runtime all one
has to do is to create a new template which references the
runtime. If one does not use an already existing runtime (like
e.g. a rules engine) one must provide the runtime (libraries)
too.

2) Runtime: The runtime processes messages from other
road users via a message source. Currently the only mes-
sage source provided is a parser for Wireshark dump files2,
but implementing a service which reads messages from the
network should be rather straightforward having access to
the network stack. Based on the messages the runtime stores
a set of road users with their current state (consisting of
their position, direction, velocity among others). The runtime
also stores the references to the provided rules and has to
either implement its own, or use an external rule engine (see
comments below) to match the rules against the current state of
the system’s surroundings. Additionally, external services like
a user interface can subscribe to output channels provided by
the runtime. These channels send status information and output
from matched rules to the applications subscribed.

3) Build System: The third part of the system is the build
system. The current version is based on the Apache Ant tool
[22] and basically performs three steps to build the system.

1) Use ANTLR to translates the grammar definitions to
Java classes and compile them into an Ant task, which
can translate .rule files to their corresponding target
language files.

2) Use the Ant task built in step one to translate the rules
and register them with the runtime. For Java, as an
example, one could simply use a ServiceLoader to hook
them into the runtime.

2A Wireshark dump file is essentially a complete log of the raw Car-to-
X messages on the network and henceforth ideally suited for testing and
simulation purposes.

3) Compile the runtime and the generated rule source files
into the final application.

III. EXAMPLES

A. Example: Possible Rear-End Collision Detection

1) Definition using the DSL: Listing 1 describes a detection
of a possible rear-end collision scenario. (Note, that this
scenario is highly simplified for illustrative purposes.)

rule("Possible RearEnd Collision") {
any a where:

my->velocity >= 2 * a->velocity
and distance between a and me <= 10 m
and a has same direction as me

Yield Warning("You may be about to crash into somebody!")
}

Listing 1. Rule: Rear-End Collision detection (DSL)

2) Generated Code: From the DSL above, it is possible
to generate several artifacts for different target environments.
For example, listing 2 shows Java code, listing 3 C code, and
listing 4 (lisp style) Clips code [23] generated automatically.
Note, that comments, package directives, includes and imports
are omitted for clarity.
public class Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision implements IRule, IPredicate {

private IRuleContext context;
private Car me;
private Car a;

@Override
public boolean test(Car myself, Car[] others) {

Car my = myself;
me = myself;
a = others[0];
return (((((my.getVelocity()) >= (((int)(((float) 2)*((float)a.getVelocity

())))))) && (((((Util.distance_between(a,me)) <= (Converter.
distance_convert(10,"m")))) && (Util.have_same_direction(a,me))))));

}

@Override
public int getNumberOfParameters() {

return 1;
}

@Override
public void setContext(IRuleContext c) {

this.context = c;
}

@Override
public void apply() {

if (context.any(this)) {
context.getWarningChannel().post("You may be about to crash into

somebody!");
context.getInformationChannel().post("Rule "+ "Possible RearEnd

Collision" +" matched on: me: " + me + "\t" + "a: " + a + "");
}

}
@Override
public String getName() {

return "Possible RearEnd Collision";
}

}

Listing 2. Rule: Rear-End Collision detection (Java)
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void Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision_apply(struct Rule* rule,struct Context*
context) {
if(context->any(context,rule)) {

(*context).post_Warning("You may be about to crash into somebody!");
context->post_Information(rule->message);

}
}

int Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision_test(struct Rule* rule, struct Car *myself,
struct Car **others) {
struct Car* me = myself;
struct Car* my = myself;
struct Car* a;

a = others[0];
sprintf_s(rule->message, 256, "Rule %s matched on: me: %s \t %s: %s", "

Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision", myself->Id , "a" , a->Id);
return ((((((*my).Velocity) >= (((int)(((float) 2)*((float)(*a).Velocity))))))

&& (((((distance_between(a,me)) <= (distance_convert(10,m)))) && (
have_same_direction(a,me))))));

}

struct Rule* create_Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision() {
struct Rule* rule = (struct Rule*) malloc(sizeof(struct Rule));
rule->message = (char*)malloc( 256 * sizeof(char) );
rule->apply = &Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision_apply;
rule->test = &Rule_Possible_RearEnd_Collision_test;
rule->numberOfParameters = 1;
rule->name = "Possible RearEnd Collision";
return rule;

}

Listing 3. Rule: Rear-End Collision detection (C)

(defrule rearend_collision
(approaching-fast ?me ?other)
(distance-low ?me ?other)
(same-direction ?me ?other)

=>
(printout t "Possible RearEnd Collision matched on " ?me " and " ?other crlf))

Listing 4. Rule: Rear-End Collision detection (Clips)

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENTS

A. Possible Improvements

1) Better Type Checking: Since the system is designed to
be used by experts with extensive domain knowledge but not
necessarily programming experience it is very important to
catch as many errors as early as possible.

The current version of our application has basic type check-
ing, but still allows for some type errors. To understand the
nature of the possible type errors it is important to understand
the difference between the types used in the DSL and types in
the target language. For example, in the DSL the user can work
with types like Velocity which is basically a tuple consisting of
a number and a corresponding unit like 〈30,m/s〉. However,
as most (mainstream) programming languages do not support
the annotation of values with units and have the compiler
check for incorrect usage accordingly, we have to map them
to a primitive type, compatible with the target language. For
example, values of the type Velocity or Length would be
mapped to plain Integers, but in case of Velocity e.g. the
values are treated as multiples of 10−2m/s. Whilst an error
like assigning the Id (mapped to String) of a car with the
Velocity (mapped to Integer) of another car is detected at
compile time, if the types do match, it is relatively easy
to create defective code by translating the specification to
syntactically correct but semantically incorrect or meaning-
less code in the target language. For example the nonsensi-
cal distance between me and a <= 10 m/s inside
a lengthy rule definition might be hard to spot and translates
to syntactically correct code in the target language (as Velocity
and Length both get mapped to Integer) and therefore creates
a bug that manifests only at runtime.

Obviously it would be desirable to have the parsers perform
more type checking and spot errors accordingly. Unfortunately,
this is very tedious to implement as one would have to specify
extra rules for every type (like Length or Velocity) to state
which operations are allowed on that type. For example for
some t of type Length addition and subtraction of other values
of type Length is allowed, while multiplication and division
are only defined with real numbers as the second parameter.
This would also rigidly couple the grammars with parts of the
runtime (the classes/structures which hold the attributes of a
car). Changes to the grammars may require the developer to
change parts of the runtime definition and vice versa. A better
option is to generate the part of the parser which does the type
checking based on the runtime. To avoid any manual changes,
generating parts of the parser and the classes/structures based
on some external document, like a formal specification, would
be the best solution. (This is currently work in progress.)

2) Performance: The system currently uses a naive ap-
proach to match rules against facts (i.e. messages and situation
context). Essentially, for each process cycle we iterate through
every rule and the entire fact set. And the combinatorial
complexity typical for the Car-to-X domain makes matters
worse. In order to match a rule e.g. with 3 parameters and a set
of network participants which contains 500 entries, the runtime
would generate all possible combinations which could match
the rule. In our case that translates into

(
500
3

)
∗3! = 124251000

combinations as the parameter order does matter for most
rules. Obviously, this approach becomes completely unusable
beyond non-trivial test cases3. Therefore, for practical imple-
mentations, it is mandatory to implement a more effective
strategy. For example, one could use sophisticated rule en-
gines. Most existing – both commercial and open source –
rule engines are based on the RETE algorithm [24] such as e.g.
the open-source implementations CLIPS [23] or Drools [25].
However, as the RETE algorithm is an algorithm that eagerly
evaluates rules in working memory in order to calculate the
conflict set, is not optimal in cases of volatile facts as most
of the eagerly evaluated rules will never be fired at all –
a situation peculiar to the Car-to-X domain as expressed in
[8]. Therefore, a RETE based algorithm does not seem to
be optimal for Car-to-X situation awareness. Furthermore,
the eager evaluation strategy leads to demanding memory
requirements not feasible for constraint hardware used in cars.

Several improvements or alternatives to RETE have been
suggested such as TREAT [26] or LEAPS [27]. LEAPS
uses a lazy-evaluation strategy and has time complexity of
O(max(ts)c), where ts is a timestamp and c is the maximum
number of condition elements [28], henceforth its complexity
is bounded. This should be compared to RETE (or TREAT)
whose worst case asymptotic behaviors are O(mc) where m is
the size of the working memory. Another advantage of LEAPS
is the less volatile performance which is better suited for real-
time applications.

3Even if one considers the example given as contrived, it should be
clear that optimizing the combinatorial complexity is mandatory for efficient
message processing in a Car-to-X context.
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For future research we intend to experiment with several
algorithms in real situations. Recently the theory of constraint
handling rules (CHRs) and its connection to rule engines
has gained interest. (For a summary of recent developments,
we refer to [29].) Thus, we will apply CHRs to Car-to-X
situation awareness and compare it to traditional approaches.
In addition, the DSL will be supplemented with attributes
such as priority categories and time-stamps in order to support
more intelligent runtime strategies yielding an acceptable
performance even under heavy load. Furthermore, one could
pre-process data to reduce the effect of noisy sensor data.
In [8], domain knowledge is used to reduce the size of the
problem by analyzing only some vehicles depending on the
situation. For example for Rear-End-Collision only vehicles
in the proximity of the car are analyzed. Other entries in
the situation awareness table (SAT) are ignored. Any of these
experiments will benefit from the flexible approach generating
all artifacts from a DSL.

3) Tool support for Rule Designer: Since the application
is intended for users who are most likely not proficient
programmers, tool support is necessary. This could range from
simple editor extensions, which add syntax highlighting, to a
full-fledged, integrated development environment with features
like refactoring and help to organize created rules.

Another important aspect are improved error messages. The
default error messages from ANTLR are not helpful unless
the user has a decent understanding regarding the different
grammars and how they interact.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel approach to defining situation
awareness in a Car-to-X context. We have demonstrated the
feasibility of using Domain Specific Languages and code
generation for situation awareness of Car-to-X and outlined
promising areas of future research.
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